We analyse the structure of the exact, dark and bright soliton solutions of the driven nonlinear Schrödinger equation. A wide class of solutions, phase locked with the source, is identified for distinct parameter ranges. These contain periodic as well as localized solutions, which can be singular implying extreme increase in intensity. Conditions for obtaining non-propagating solutions are also found. A special case, where the scale of the soliton emerges as a free parameter, is obtained. We also study the highly restrictive structure of the localized solutions, when the phase and amplitude get coupled. Numerical solutions are obtained for this case, which reveals presence of periodic solutions. Stability analysis is also carried out through the CrankNicolson method.
Introduction
The externally driven, nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) with a source has been investigated in the context of a variety of physical processes. It arises in the problem of Josephson junction [1], charge density waves [2], twin-core optical fibres [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , plasma driven by rf fields [8] and a number of other problems [9] . As compared to NLSE, which is an integrable system [10], not much is known about the exact solutions of this equation. Perturbative solutions around the stable soliton solutions of NLSE with a source have been studied earlier. Analysis around constant background and numerical investigations [11] [12] [13] [14] have revealed the phenomenon of auto-resonance [15, 16] 
